1st – 5th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1st S on RO:F in the R
2nd M on M : BA
3rd T in LYWC : G
4th G in the NT : J
5th A to the USC: PSI

Find the following professions
6. Current tab or back
7. Clio front half possesses painted man
8. Eire after shake-up
9. No rat/lime combination
10.MC who maybe is an excellent jeweller for engagements?
Lingerie Section (Marks and Spencers)
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Options (5 from) :
Brazilian, Bikini, Full Brief, High Leg, Midi, Short, Thong

Male Underwear Department (Marks and Spencers)
16.

17.

18.

19.

Options :
Boxers, Briefs, Hipsters, Slips, Trunks

20.

21 The Ian Fleming International airport serves which country?
22. What links Zsa Zsa Gabor with Aron Ralston (the main character in 127 hours) ?
23. What does Arnold Schwarzenegger claim cost him $200 million?
24. What links 10% of the people who have ever lived?
25. If a clock takes 5 seconds to strike 6 o’clock how long does it take to strike 12 o’clock? (ignore the time taken to
chime)
26. Dr Nikki Alexander is a character from which BBC1 series?
27. Which film shares its name with the idea that at most 5 acquaintances lie between any two people on earth?
28. What element has atomic number 92 and is found naturally with atomic masses of approximately 238, 235 and in
small amounts 234?
29. What type of egg was first seen in Russia in 1885?
30. Put these in order from the smallest to the largest : Number of seconds since the big bang, Number of atoms in
the universe, Number of possible games of chess

31. What is the currency of Singapore?
32. What links Bernard Lee and Judi Dench?
33. What labour supporting newspaper was founded in 1903?
34. What sitcom was written by Carla Lane and starred Wendy Craig, Geoffrey Palmer and Nicholas Lyndhurst?
35. What red sauce has 57 varieties on its label?
36. What type of branch did the dove bring back to noah’s ark that showed that the waters had receded?
37. What role in the house of commons is at present held by John Bercrow?
38. What did Apple launch on 23rd October 2001?
39. What is the branch of physics that looks at the behaviour and properties of light?
40. What connects the answers from 31 - 39?
41. Which manatee is the largest, the West Indian or African?
42. What is the purpose of a vomitorium?
43. Canadian archaeologist Eric Ottleban Callen was famous for his method of studying what type of human
remains?
44. Which celebrity on her twitter account tweeted the following last Sunday “Morning I can see by tweets I'm being
judged again by what's in media until you hear it from the horses mouth I wouldn't believe everything”

45. What drink was created by the chemist John Rowell Bell in 1912?
46. Does a chuck steak come from the front or the back of the lucky cattle?
47. From which sakespeare play does the quote “all the worlds a stage” come from?
48. Does the sun rise first on Christmas island or easter island?
49. What is the brightest star that can be seen in the Northern Hemisphere?
50. What do you call a number written 1 with a hundred zeros?

